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NEW DATA ON DEWEYLITE

minerals (epidote or diopside . . . ) and thus in this case their origin
would be hypogene." However the majority of deweylite occurrences are
associated with serpentinites in fractures which post date at least init ial
serpentinization and are generally believed to be of supergene origin
from colloidal suspensions (Konta, 1951, p.420).

Optical, difierential thermal, r-ray, and chemical data have been given
for deweylite, but only on the specimens described by Konta have all
these analyses been performed for each sample. In general, deweylites re-
ported in the l iterature have the following characteristics: 1) a close re-
semblance to the serpentine structure but with the absence of many
(hkl) reflections and a characteristic line broadening; 2) a chemical com-
position approaching that of serpentine but with a higher Si/Mg ratio
and more molecular water, and 3) variable indices of refraction lower
than those for chrysoti le or antigorite.

Goorocrc OccunnnNcp

The Cedar Hill Quarry from which these deweylite samples came is
located $ mile east of Pennsylvania Route 222-72 just north of the
Pennsylvania-Maryland state line, in Lancaster County. Deweylite
may also be found at the old Wood chromite mine about one mile to the
east and has been reported on by Selfridge (1936, p. 483, 484, 499).

The Cedar Hill Quarry is composed of serpentinized dunite which has
been intruded by sil iceous'pegmatites, highly fractured, faulted, and
deeply weathered along fault and fracture planes. This serpentinite is
part of a NE-SW trending belt of ultramafics, mafics, and granitic peg-
matites which extend from the Susquehanna River eastward about 15
miles.

There are three distinct occurrences of deweylite at Cedar Hil l: 1) red-
dish brown deweylite associated with l imonite in a steeply dipping fault,
often slickensided so that it has the appearance of fault gouge; 2) red,
yellowish green, and pale yellow in a nearly horizontal fracture and
crudely zoned with red along the contact and pale yellow in the center of
the fracture, and 3) white pseudomorphs, massive white, and massive
green in a vertical fault breccia containing open cavities with small
magnesite stalactites, brucite crystals, and deweylite pseudomorphs.

The breccia matrix in the latter occurrence contains blebs of green and
white fluorescent deweylite surrounded by a mixture of magnesite and
dolomite. Angular fragments of spotted serpentine from a few milli-
meters to several feet in size are present, often with a narrow rim of
chalcedony between the serpentine and the magnesite-dolomite matrix.
The spotted appearance of the serpentinite in the breccia is the result of
differential weatherins of serpentine and olivine.
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Assuming that the red-brown deweylite samples in the two unbrec-

ciated fracture systems are contemporaneous, the paragenesis of the

deweylite and associated minerals in the above three occurrences may be

divided into two groups. (1) In the unbrecciated fractures the red-brown

deweylite was followed by both yellow and white fluorescent varieties.

A similar paragenetic sequence has been described by Konta (1951' p.

420). This fracture system has been displaced by a iater fracture system

containing chlorite and vermiculite. (2) In the breccia, the following se-

quence was observed, from oldest to youngest: chalcedony, dolomite and

magnesite, replaced by white fluorescent and green deweylite, brucite,

botryoidal and stalactit ic magnesite, aragonite, deweylite pseudomorphs,

and lastly, opal and hydromagnesite which coat the pseudomorphs (Fig.

l, b-e). Sepiolite is associated with some of the deweylite' but its para-

genetic relations are not known.
Although the solutions from which deweylite formed are often con-

sidered to have contained colloidal suspensions, their source has been

variously thought to be both hypogene and supergene. One of the reasons

for these two hypotheses l ies in its association with both contact meta-

somatic magnesium sil icates and also with supergene magnesium cra-

bonates and hydroxides. The occurrence of the Cedar Hil l deweylite in

fractures and in a serpentinite breccia indicates that it formed after at

Ieast some of the faulting occurred, and that this faulting itself postdates

serpentinization. Numerous vertical faults and fractures contain chlorite

borders and vermiculite centers. The relation between these and the

deweylite is not clear. Although one horizontal fracture containing

deweylite ends abruptly at a chlorite-vermiculite fracture filling, an-

other, a horizontal deweylite fracture, appears to continue through the

chlorite-vermiculite. The time of the deweylite formation relative to the

chlorite-vermiculite crystall ization is further obscured by the fact that

the vermiculite is probably a supergene alteration product of an earlier

hydrothermal mineral assemblage (Klup and Brobst, 1954; Bassett,

1959, p. 293-295).
Several observations bear upon the temperature of deweylite forma-

tion. The dolomite-magnesite-deweylite matrix in the fault breccia does

not appear to have replaced the angular fragments of serpentine and

thus temperatures of formation for this assemblage must have been

within the stabil ity range of serpentine, below 500o C' (Bowen and

Tuttle, 1949; Gil lery 1959, p. 144-146). Numerous cavities in the breccia

also indicate that these minerals formed in an open fracture rather than

by replacement. Magnesite, brucite, opal, and hydromagnesite, and to a

Iesser extent deweylite, are found throughout this serpentine belt as a

surficial coating on open fracture surfaces and appear to be secondary
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minerals of supergene origin. In addition to these data the spotted ap-

pearance of the serpentine in the breccia well below the zone of surficial

weathering, the presence of l imonite associated with the reddish brown

deweylite, and also a possibly supergene vermiculite nearly 100 feet be-

Iow the surface all attest to the activity of supergene ground water solu-

tions migrating along fractures.
Magnesite within the breccia cavities is typically stalactit ic and bo-

tryoidal, with a glassy appearance and a conchoidal fracture. Deweylite

has a similar appearance and is composed of aggregates of colloidal size.

Such physical features are characteristic of low temperature mineraliza-

tion and may represent crystallization from a colloidal gel formed by the

alteration of pre-existing magnesium sil icates. Likewise, Konta (1951' p'

420) concludes that the very similar Mladotice deweylites in serpentine

are of Iow temperature origin from colloidal suspensions.

Dewnvrrrn PsBUtolronpns

Representative examples of the deweylite forms are shown in Fig' 1'

Sketches (o), (b), and (d) indicate an orthorhombic, or possibly mono-

clinic, habit; (c) is orthorhombic (pseudo-hexagonal); (e) is the most

common form and consists of a central plate of deweylite coated with

hydromagnesite. Pseudomorphs are typically grouped in radial clusters.

The associated botryoidal and stalactit ic 'pencils' of magnesite are

il lustrated in (d).

A search of the literature was undertaken to determine the original

crystal which the pseudomorphs represent. Although positive identif ica-

tion is not possible, the pseudomorphs most closely resemble aragonite

(see Goldschmidt, 1913, p. 97 , 98, 104) which is relatively common in

crystal clusters both at Cedar Hill and the nearby Wood chromite mine'

A survey of the l iterature and of the excellent collection of serpentine

pseudomorphs at the Mineralogical Museum at Columbia lJniversity re-

vealed pseudomorphs after pectolite, chrysolite, chlorite, chondrodite,

dolomite, calcite, garnet, enstatite, hornblende, tremolite, pyroxene,

brucite, apatite, and magnetite. This, however, is believed to be the first

report of deweylite after aragonite.

Oprrcar- Pnopnnrrcs

Indices of refraction (Table 1) were determined in white l ight with a

daylight blue fi l ter. The accuracy of determination is considered to be

+ 0.003.
Birefringence is on the order of 0.004 to 0.006' Two types of structures

were noted: very fine-grained aggregates, and fibrous bands resembling

chalcedony. Where both materials occur together, the banded deweylite
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(d) '===-"-#

Fig. 1. Pseudomorphs of deweylite after aragonite, Cedar Hili Pennsyivania

Frc. 2. Pseudomorph of deweylite after aragonite illustrating an earlier aggregated dewey-
lite (center) and a later banded, fibrous deweylite (rim). The black mineral is opal. X nicols.

oLi5mr-
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forms an outer rim (Fig. 2). The white pseudomorphs of deweylite (#3b
in Table 1) are closely associated with opal (Fig. 2). The reddish brown
deweylite (ff2 in Table 1) did not exhibit any limonite in either trans-
mitted or reflected l ight, hence at Ieast some of the reddish brown color is
believed to be inherent in the deweylite itself.

The indices of refraction of the Cedar Hil l Material are compared with
published values in Table I. The indices range in value from very near
that of opal at 1.48 to approximately the values for well crystall ized antig-
orite at 1.548. All of the material from Pennsylvania (Table I, 1-8) is in

Taslr L INorcrs or Rnlna.crrox lon Drwlvlrtr

t t 5

q

a

(2) (sa) (3b)
1 . 5 1 1  1 . 5 0 0  1 . 5 1 1
1 .516  1 .506  1 .5 r7

(4)
I  .507
1 . 5 1 2

d

a

(7) (8) (e)
1 .500  1 .487  1 .538

1 .510  1 .546

(10) (11) (r2) (13) (r4)
1 .505 to  1 .528 to  1  532  1 .548  r . 546
L .525 1.555 1 540

(1) White fluorescent deweylite in fibrous bands; *.003; Cedar Hill.
(2) Reddish brown deweylite; indices from fibrous bands on edges; no indices deter-

mined on inner aggregates; t.003; Cedar Hill.
(3o) White pseudomorphs; outer fibrous bands; *.003; Cedar Hill.
(36) White pseudomorphs; inner aggregate; +.003; Cedar Hill.
(4) Yellow green; aggregates; no fibrous bands; *.003; Cedar Hill.
(5o) Emerald green (nickeliferous)1 outer fibrous bands; +.003; Cedar Hill.
(5b) Pale greenl inner aggregates; +.003; Cedar Hill.
(6) Texas, Pa. (Selfridge, 1936, p.483).
(7) Lancaster County, Pa. (Selfridge, 1936, p.483).
(8) Delaware, Pa. (Selfridge, 1936, p.483).
(9) Pseudomorph after pectolite, Jersey City, N. J. (Selfridge, 1936, p. 483).

(10) Variation of indices; average at 1.510; Webster, N. C. (Ross and Shannon, 1925,

p. 445) for a nickeliferous deweylite.
(11) Considered to be a mixture with chrysotile; E. Chino Quarry, Riverside, Calif.

(Daly,  1935, p.  651).
(12) Brown; Mladotice, Czech. (Konta, 1951, p. 413).
(13) Green; Mladotice, Czech. (Konta, 1951, p. 413).
(14) White; Mladotice, Czech. (Konta, 1951, p. 4f3).

Iower portion of this range. In addition, where there is a rim of banded
fibers, this material has a lower index than the inner, f ine-grained aggre-
gates. Within any one sub-variety of deweylite the indices vary: in the
Cedar Hill material over a narrow range; in the Webster, N. C. material
(Ross and Shannon, 1925, p. 445) and the Riverside, Calif. samples
(Daly, 1935, p. 651) over a much wider range.

(1 )
1 .504
1 . 5 0 9

(5o) (sb) (6)
1 .511  1 .522  1 .500
I  . 518  1 .527  1 .509
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The influence of molecular water in decreasing the index of refraction
may be seen from the data given by Konta (1951, p. 414, 415) and is
similar to that observed in the opal-quartz series. ft seems highly prob-
able that this wide variation in the indices of deweylite is the result of
variable HzO content and that the conchoidal fracturing observed in
deweylite is evidence of hydration. If this is the case, then the outer rims
of deweylite either represent a hydration stage in which more water was
available, or a rehydration of previous deweylite. The former interpreta-
tion is preferred by the author for the Cedar Hill samples. This is based
both on the appearance of the rims (Fig. 2) and by analogy with the
paragenetic sequence given by Konta (1951, p. 4L5,420) which also sug-
gests that the youngest deweylite contains the most molecular water.

With respect to the green deweylite (Table I, 5a, b), the higher index
material contains the deepest green coloration. Since this green variety
contains significant amounts of nickel, there may also be a correlation
between indices and nickel content, or with the amounts of nickel and
HzO present if the nickel were in a structural position such that an
(OH)--Ni attraction would be significant. As yet, this remains a moot
question.

CnBurrcer, ColrposrrroN

Material selected for chemical analysis was examined both optically
and with the aid of r-ray powder photographs to obtain samples free
from impurit ies. A small amount of magnesite was present in the two
samples selected. A negligible amount of opal may also have been present.
Because of the difficulty of obtaining sufficient amounts of pure dewey-
Iite, only the white, f luorescent (1) and reddish brown (2) deweylites
were analyzed (Table II).

The r-ray spectrographic methods utilized both external and internal
standards. Wet chemical analyses were used as external standards to
determine total iron content based on the FeK" l ine. For nickel, NiCOB
was used as an internal standard based both on the NiK" and NiKo
lines. The matrix used was white, fluorescent deweylite. Three runs were
averaged at each frequency and the slope of the resulting graph was used
to obtain the results l isted in Table IL Since the Mn content was quite
low and consistently uniform for all the deweylite samples, the amount
present was estimated from the slopes of the iron and nickel curves.

The calculation of the chemical formulas (Table II) is based on three
tetrahedral cations per unit cell since this yields more nearly whole num-
ber octahedral cation values than would two tetrahedral cations per unit
cell. The structural formulas are written with (OH)a plus molecular water
to conform to the serpentine structure, rather than expressing all the
water as H2O.
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Three steps were performed in obtaining the corrected chemicai anal-

yses listed. in Table II' Sufficient Mg was subtracted to utilize all of the

COr as magnesite, present a' att i-purity' The iron was recalculated

from FerOe to FeO on the assumption that all the iron is within the

T,tsr-n II. Cnnurcll- ANer'vsns, Cnoerr Hrr'r' DBwnvr'nB

Analyses by L. E' Gingerich, Pa' R' R'

(1) Massive, white, fluorescent deweylite (o)

Analysis Corrected Atomic Ratio
Atoms/unit

cell

ToS\o,
/o LlzOt

/6FezOt
/sFeO
VoMeo
%Nio
7o COz
ToHro

Total

49.64
0 . 0 0
2 . 4 0

32.O7
tr

2 . 3 4
12.90

9 9 . 3 5

52.43

2 . 1 6
3I  .62
0 .  1 6 *

13.62

99.99

.8748

.0301

.784r

.0021

3 .0238

3.000

0. 1036
2.6997
0 .0072

10 4109

Formulas:  1.  (Mgr zoFe.roNi.ot)z srSi '  oOt ' (OH)n o '3 '2HzO

2. (Mg, Fe,  Ni) :SisOz'(OH)4'3H'O

(2) Reddish brown deweYlite (b)

Analysis Corrected Atomic Ratio
Atoms/unit

cell

7a SiO,

/o AlzOz

/ FezOz

/6FeO
7 Mso
%Nio
/6COz
ToHro

Total

Formulas: 1.
L .

44.82
t r .  o /

3 . 2 9

33 .38
tr

3  . 5 6
13.36

99.08

48.69
0 . 7 3

.8124\

.0286)
3 000

0.1600
2 893
0 005

r1.492

3.23 .04495

32.72 81099

0.11x  .00147

1 4 . 5 1  3 . 2 2 1 7 6

99.99

(Mgr sFeo ro) :  r (Siz.sAIo.r) '  0 ' (OH){ 0 '3 '75H'9O

(Mg, Fe)r(Si, Al):Oz' (OH)r' 4HzO

* Analyses by r-ray sPectrograPn'
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deweylite and not present as limonite, since optical observations did notreveal any l imonite or.hematite. However, smalr amounts are probablypresent and hence the iron content l isted in Tables rr and rrr is a maxi-

IIf "",r.. 
The resulting values were then recalculated to total 100 per

An interesting feature is the high nicker content of the emerald greendeweylite (Table rrr, #5). The intJnsity of the green coloration is directlyproportional to the amount of nickel present. The ana"Iyzea ,u_ft. *u,selected from material which *u, lu.g.ly emerard gree'. However, sincesmall amounts of pale green and white dewevrite coluld not be .o-pr"r"ty
is not t ire maximum nickel content,
res not exceed 5/6. previously Ross

reported a green deweylite from
o.
l t  from the chemical analyses is the

Tesrr ffl. X_Rey SprcrnocRApurc ANar,vsrs or.DEwEvr,rrE
-

/6 Crzos %Nlo /s FeO /sMnO
(1)
(2)
(4)
(s)

nil
nil
niI
nil

2 . 1 6
3 . 2 3
2 . 3 8
2 . 1 3

White fluorescent
Reddish brown
Yellow-green
Emerald green

0 .  16  +  . 03
0 . 1 1 +  . 0 3
0 . 1 1 +  . 0 3
4 .53+  .04

. 0 3 + . 0 1

. o 2 + . 0 1

.02 ! . . 0 r

. 0 3 + . 9 1
Ni Anaiyses: NiCOr internal standard on NiKo and NiKp.Fe Anaiyses: Wet chemical external .,u"au.J F"f". 

'

Mn Analyses: Estimate based on slope of Ni uJf,l .oru"r.

high Si:(Me*Fe*Ni) ratio. rn mosr chrysot'es and antigorites thisratio is approximately.2.3, representing a trioctahedral structure. Thecedar Hill deweylites in Table ir 'urr. u'rutio very close to 1 : 1. Analyses
p.445), Daly (1935, p. 650), Selfridee
,. 4L4) for deweylite generally fall be_
:e of this ratio will be discussed under
,ta in reference to the formation of

c o ns e q u e n c e l i e s i n th e sp ec ul a ti o n, hl J :.H'j;ff . li;'" ?.il? -t; :*:;in deweylite. fn rhe cale oj the rwo unulyr"i C"dar Hill deweylites, a 1: 1tetrahedral to octahedral cation ratio wourd represent a dioctahedralserpentine, while the varues reported by other anarysts would be moretrioctrahedral in character. Bates (1959,;. 95) has discussed rrr. forrin'-ity of cation deficiencies as it relaies to serpentine morphology, but didnot note a completely dioctahedral serpentine.
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(e) tuidellercus dtuey/ite dtth tuognestte\M)

\6) Reddish brc*n dereyllle lith nogne?le \M)

ldl Yelolbh qreen detethte *ilh ologuitel?) lA)

lal white flua.escent deseyrte wtth arcgo,ite(!) \A)

\l) Ahligoite ,on Cedo, Hi// selPehtlnile bnccia uth otlineljl and qaethilelc)

l i l  Anttgo.te lrcn Ed|toh,tu

Frc.3.Di f ferbnt ia l thermalcurvesofdeweyl i teandant igor i te.

N o c h e m i c a l e x p l a n a t i o n h a s b e e n f o u n d f o r t h e f l u o r e s c e n c e o f t h e
white deweylite. Neither manganese (Table III) nor chromium (not

present) is responsible.

DrrrBnBNrral Tnnnual ANar'Ysrs

The DTA curves reproduced in Fig' 3 were run on a commercial in-

strument, the Deltatherm' at 10' C/min' The sample head accommo-

dates four samples. tsoth quartz and kaolinite were used as standards'

The accuracy is t 10o C. One deweylite and one Cedar Hill serpentine

from the breccia were also kindly rerun by Robert C' Bolger to serve as a

further check.
In Fig. 3 several deweylite curves are compared with two.antigorite

curves. There is u g.n"rul correspondence between them' although the

transformation temperatures serve to differentiate them' The endothermic

r e a c t i o n a t 1 2 5 " - | 4 0 o C ' r e p r e s e n t s t h e l o s s o f m o l e c u l a r w a t e r . T h e
endothermic reaction at 625"-675o for deweylite and at 700o and 775" C'

for antigorite represents the loss of structural water' Magnesite tends to

Iower the peak temperature of this endothermic reaction. Between this

endothermic and the following exothermic reactions, *-ray powder photo-

graphs do not exhibit diffraction lines, indicating that the short. range

order of a crystal structure has disappeared. The exothermic reactions at

g00o to 850" c. represent the crystallizalion of anhydrous magnesium

sil icates.
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several features are of interest. The lower temperature for the second
endotherm of deweylite, as contrasted with a higher temperature for
antigorite, is probably in part a consequence of its greater degree of dis-
order-' Nickel also appears to rower this peak temferature aI has been
noted by cail lere and Henin (1957, p. 22r-224). rf, as cailere and Henin
believe (1948, p. 114-118), this peak temperature is related to the com_
position of the octahedral layer, nickel may be the cause of this rower de-
composition temperature. rt may also be related to the extent to which
the cation octahedral sites are fi l led.

. .Ft:. 
4' X-ray powder patterns of (f) clinoenstatite with minor forsterite, (g) forsterite

with clinoenstatite and (h) forsterite from difierential thermal treatment oi slmptes (b),

9): :"0 
(f) (brown deweylite, white fluorescent deweyrite, and antigorite respectively) in

-r, rg. J.

- 
Another interesting feature is the occurrence of two exothermic peaks

for deweylite, at about 800o and 820o c., while antigorite exhibits only a
single exothermic reaction between g05o and g40" c. post DTA r-ray
powder patterns of the antigorite samples contain only forsterite. simi-
larly Aruja (1945, p. 72) notes that only forsterite is produced by heating
antigorite unti l a run of 25 hours at 1000" c. exhibited a faint l ine at the
po-sition of the strongest l ine of enstatite. From this, he was not able to
differentiate between enstatite and crinoenstatite. Konta (1951, p. a16)
reporting on the differential thermal analysis of deweyiites presents
curves with a single exothermic reaction at about g00o c., noting that
"the crystalliza"tion of the orthosilicate Mg2SiO4" predominate. b.rt tt ut
MgSios is also shown to be present in the r-ray powder photographs.
Post DTA r-ray photographs corresponding to DTA .rrrrr.. of deJeylites
(6) and (a), and of antigorite (/) in Fig. 3 are reproduced in Fig. 4,
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labelled (/), (g) and' (h) respectively' The DTA curves show an increase

in the area under the curve for the higher temperature exotherm' and

the x-ray photographs show a corresponding change from predominantly

clinoenstatite in (/) to predominantiy forsterite in (/l) ' This correspond-

ence is taken to mean that the lower exotherm represents forsterite

formation dominantly from antigorite' and the higher temperature that

of clinoenstatite from deweylite'

Theformat ionof forster i teatatemperaturebelowthatofc l inoensta-
tite is quite interesting. From the points of view both of mineral structures

u.rd purog..etic field evidence, forsterite is often considered to be the

h ighe r tempera tu rem ine ra l . I n thecaseo f thedewey l i t eandan t i go r i t e
thirmal products it is believed by the author that initial chemical com-

position is the controll ing factor' Clinoenstatite has a Si: Mg ratio of 1: 1'

whereas the ratio in forsilr ite is 1 : 2' The former ratio corresponds almost

exactly to that of the two cedar Hil l deweylites (Table II), while the

latter corresponds more closely to the 2:3 ratio of serpentines' There is'

however, u.t .rr..r. .loser .ot'"lation within the deweylites themselves'

Thewh i te f l uo rescen tdewey l i t econ ta insmores i l i ca than the redd i sh
brown deweylite (Table ff). fnis correlates very well with the- greater

area under the higher temperature endotherm for clinoenstatite from the

whi tedeweyl i teascompa, .dto. r 'u . f romthereddishbrowndeweyl i te . I t
also correlates with the relative amounts of clinoenstatite in the r-tay

patterns (Fig. a). Further support is lent to the supposition that chemical

.o-po.it io.r*controls the deco-position products by the. apparently

u*orpho.r. nature of the deweyliie preceding the exothermic reactions'

Thus structural control does not seem to be significant'

Srnucrunar- Dara'qNp INtnnpnBrarroNs

General Discussion

Seve ra l r - raypowder techn iqueswereu t i l i zed inana t temp t tode te r -
mine the structural characteriit ics of deweylite' Two or more powder

photographs were taken for each sample using Cu K" radiation' a Ni

filter, approximately a 3-hour .*po'u" time, and Duco Cernent as the

bonding medium. As a result of the extreme line broad'ening (Fig' 5) meas-

urements oI 20 are accurate only in the first decimal place' despite the

fact that they have been checkei by d'iffractometer runs calibrated by a

Si standard. Intensities listed in Table IV were estimated visually, and

modified somewhat by diffractometer runs between 5o and 60" 20' The

(N20) or (02N) series l isted in Table IV are all weak reflections'

A general structural correspondence between the serpentine minerals

and deweylite may be seen from Fig' 5 and Table IV' The assigned in-

dices are based on those of antigorite as given by Brindley and von Knor-
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and should serve to differentiate deweylite from both antigorite and
chrysotile whose characteristics recently have been summarized bv Eitel
( 1 9 5 8 ,  p . 1 3 1 - 1 3 8 ) .

amounts, and it seems probable that at least one of the reflections (1.717
A; tistea by Selfridge (1936, p.469) and Konta (1951, p. 419) fordewey-
lite belongs to magnesite.

Influence of 1,1+z Cations

The deweylite rc-ray powder photographs in Fig. 5 and rabre rv have
been arranged to show a progressive increase in intensity of (002)/(020).
A possible explanation may exist in a correlation between M+2 cation
substitution and the effect of this substitution on the absolute structure
factor, I Fl . rf i t is assumed that substitutional changes in either the octa-
hedral or a possible interlayer site will not afiect the (020) intensity, and
this seems probable, then semi-quantitative F calculations based on a
modification of the basic units of the chlorite structure show that in-
creasing degree of substitution, or the substitution of heavier atoms, will
increase the (001) intensity for at least the first four orders. such a calcu-
lation also shows that the efiective increase in intensity wil l be greater for
octahedral than for interlayer substitution. The evidence for such a cause
and effect is slight, but worth noting.

The chemical analyses of the white (a) and reddish brown (D) dewey-
lites in Table rr show that the latter contains more M+2 cations. Simi-

There is also a noticeable increase in most of the deweylite lattice spac-
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ings as compared with those of antigorite and chrysotile' This mav well

be the result, in part, of interlayer tolecular water' which helps to ex-

piai.r the variability of the (001) spatittgs' It is also possible that a corre-

lation may exist with the Mi2 catio"i' For example the ni&eliferous

deweylite appears to have the smallest c0 value' However' the diffuse

character of the reflections does not allow a sufficient accuracy of meas-

urement  to draw conclus ions in  th is  regard '

Li.ne Broadeni.ng and' Crystallite Si'ze

Measurements of Iine broadening f

samples and for crystallite size calcl

peak height (g) itom diffractometer

cause of Pronounced Peak asYmmetr;

background baseline is difficult as a result or tne exfrerlE uru@uvurub' ---

uaait,]o.t, superlattice reflections (to be discussed below) often are super-

imposed upon the flanks of major peaks' As a consequence oI these limita-

tions quantitative cJulations aie highly inaccurate as far as absolute

numerical vaiues ur. .o"ttt""d' It is ioped' however' that relative com-

oarisons are useful if used with cautir

Line broadening in deweYlite cou

several factors, rather than any srn

packing of the layers (stacking disor

a significant factor. The colloidal siz'

the deweylites may be a large scale c

(1945, p. 71) in connection with anti

variation in the structure factor fro:

of two different types of octahedral

broadening is much g..uttt than that inantigorite and hence'this cannot

be the major f actor.'B*i,.t" warping of atotic planes will also result in

Iine broadening. A double half wave structure' such us that proposed by

Kunze (1957, P. 104) for antigorite,

unlikely as an explanation for the m

Iite. However, warPing of atomic P
plete lattice substitution or by "stullir

previously that incomplete octahedral r

to which this may l" u'.u"t" of d'eweylite line broadening is not known'

Calculations of crystaliite size were carried out for all five deweylite

samples 1o-e; assumi'ng utt ti"t broadening to be the result of the presence

of crystallites. The.ruli,., thus obtained are minimal values' The formula

used was
-  , .  :  - - { \ -  whe re  K :0 ,9

6r rs Cos 0
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(e) Nickeliferous
106A s l  A
t>k(> h)

1 0 s A  7 7 A  s 6 A

S u perlattice S tructure

( 1 / d ) , : ( 2 / b ) , + ( N / S ) '

for both the yellowish green (d) and nickeliferous (e) deweylite sampres.For (d), the value of 6o used was 9.1g A, and for (e),9.15 A. C"f.rf",r"",
of S were made for N:2, 4, S, 6, 72, and 15 (Table IV) with their corre_
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sponding d spacings. These values are compared with 3c6' 8a6' 8fos' and

Sqnro for"both yellowish green (d) and nickeliferous (e) deweylites (Table

VI). The o0 values were calculated and averaged from the (20t) and (202)

planes for each sample according to the expression'

hd. <nott
ao : - -7 - -  d  

- -

co, (so" -."t'i#)

where p has been assumed to have a value of 91". This assumption prob-

ably falls within the limits of error of the d spacing measurements' and

hence within the average value of cs'

t-tt 
"t. 

a"*^"-t t

Yellowish Green (d) Nickeliferous (e)

S l a y : 4 5 . 0 * 1 . 0
3co:M-O
8ao:42.16

8|o6:44. gg

SIao:46.11

S e r : 4 5 ' 5 + 1 ' o
3 c o : M . 1 0
8ao:42.24

8!as :+4 .33
81ao:46.20

The best fit for the data is between a superlattic e in h (oo) and the S di-

m e n s i o n f o r b o t h d e w e y l i t e S a m p l e s . B o t h a l s o c o r l e l a t e b e s t w i t h a n
gla6 superlattice dimension. This fractional correlation of o6 suggests

that undulations may be a necessary part of the deweylite structure as

p."ptt.a by Onsager (1952) for,.tptt ' l i t tt '  Such undulations' or warping

oi uto-i. plurr.r, have been mentioned as a possible contributor to line

broadening and would conform to the suggestions of Kunze (1957) re-

garding possible types of wave structures in antigorite' However' as

iri.rdley and von Knorring have noted (1954, p' 802)' analysis- of the data

from ,-ray powder analysis cannot conclusively distinguish between an

oo and a c6 superlattice, nor is the accuracy of the data sufficient to con-

firm an undulating structure in deweylite'

High Temperature X-Ray Difraction Data

High temperature powder r-ray diffractometer scans and oscillations

were run on several deweylite samples using the instrument and tech-

niques described by Bassett and Lapham (1957)' The purposes of this

method of analysis were to determine 1) if line broadening is a function of

mechanical or structural strain, 2) the relative persistence in maintaining

crystallinity of the vario us (hkt') planes under heat treatment' 3) if the

deweylite structure might exercise a control over the formation of an-
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hydrous magnesium silicates and 4) if any significant difierence exists
among the Mg-Fe deweylites.

ConcrusroNs
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to forsterite at about 820" C., which is slightly higher than the tempera-

ture of forsterite crystallization.

1: 1 ratio of M+a to M+2 cations seems less plausible'

Geological evidence indicates that deweylite is of Iow temperature

origin and at cedar Hill has formed by the alteration of pre-existing ser-

p.itirr. minerals. Physical characteristics suggest formation from a

colloidal suspension concomitant with a gradual decrease in the amount

187
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Note added in press: A reddish brown deweylite from cedar Hilr has the following r-ray
characteristics indicative of a greater dioctahedral character than any previously found:

902) 1.5
(020) 

: 
100' 

and (060) : 1'525 A'

A. tan deweylite from the Sparvetta quarries one mile west of Nottingham, pa., associated
with serpentinite cut by a feldspar pegmatite, is relatively trioctahedrai:

iPzl 8s
( 0 2 0 ) :  

-  '  a n d  ( 0 6 0 ) : 1 ' 5 ' 3 6 4 '

The indices are nd:1.517 +0.003 and ne:1.523+0.003.


